Coherence resonance induced by colored noise near Hopf bifurcation.
Effects of colored noise near supercritical Hopf bifurcation, especially noise induced oscillation (NIO) and coherence resonance (CR), have been studied analytically in the Brusselator model, using the stochastic normal form method. Two types of colored noise are considered: one is the standard Gaussian colored noise generated by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process and the other is the so-called power-limited (PL) process. Depending on the noise intensity and noise type, it is found that the autocorrelation time, most probable radius and signal to noise ratio of the NIO may show nontrivial dependencies on the noise correlation time tau(c). Interestingly, for OU-type noise with intensity above a threshold, SNR is a bell-shaped function of tau(c), indicating enhancement of CR by noise correlation; and for PL-type noise, SNR may show double maxima when tau(c) is changed, demonstrating a new kind of multiresonance phenomenon. These theoretical predictions are well reproduced by numerical simulations.